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By Geoffrey Hoppe

I’m referring to the title of Spiritual
Teacher. I am not a spiritual teacher. I’m a
lot of things, but spiritual teacher isn’t one
of them.

Last week I was introduced to someone
as a spiritual teacher. “Who me?” I thought to myself. I didn’t correct the
person who introduced me, but it just didn’t sit right even though the other
person seemed mildly impressed. I didn’t think any more about it until the
next day when I had to approve a biography someone wrote about me for
an upcoming publication. They used the term “Spiritual Teacher” in my bio.
Now I felt a tinge of irritation, and I was additionally irritated because I didn’t
know why it irritated me.
You know how it is when Your Energy (formerly known as The Universe)
wants to get your attention? It usually occurs three times in a row. Sure
enough, a few days later I got an email from a new Shaumbra in Europe who
recently discovered Crimson Circle. She profusely thanked the staff for their
dedication and work, and thanked me for being a spiritual teacher. Now I
couldn’t ignore it. I am not a spiritual teacher, and at that moment I decided
to write this article about why this title gets under my skin.
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I did some research on the Internet before I started writing my article. One
website described a spiritual teacher as, “A person with the role and responsibility to teach a human being or universal being what they need to know,
learn and understand on a spiritual level to contribute to their soul agreement,
soul purpose or spiritual evolution.” Whoa, that’s a lot of responsibility for
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They are just multi-dimensional translators.
I am a story teller. When
people come for advice and
guidance I find that telling
stories is one of the best
ways to let them see things
that are already within themselves. I learned this from
Adamus. Why give a boring,
didactic lecture when you
can offer a story, filled with
expression and wisdom?
Story-telling requires you
to be concise, clever and
imaginative. It is much easier
and more entertaining for
someone to listen to a story
or fable versus a lot of blahblah-blah mental concepts.

anyone to take on for another person. Is it even possible
for any so-called spiritual teacher to teach anyone what
they need to know, learn and understand?
There’s even a website called SpiritualTeachers.org.
The website author reviews spiritual teachers on a scale
from 1 (worst) to 5 (best). Fortunately, I am not listed on
the website. There’s some interesting stuff on his site
but I think the author considers himself to be a spiritual
teacher, so right away I’m suspicious. Nothing like a spiritual teacher ranking other spiritual teachers.
Wikipedia lists about 4,000 American Spiritual Teachers.
I am on that list, although I have no idea how I got there.
I also see that I’m listed on several different “cult watch”
lists as a spiritual teacher of questionable repute. By the
way, don’t ever do a Google search on yourself unless
you’ve had plenty of sleep and a bowl of Wheaties for
breakfast. It can be ugly.
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It bothered me that this whole “spiritual teacher” issue
bothered me. “It’s no big deal, let it go,” I told myself.
But yet I felt a deep aggravation. Ultimately it caused me
to take a look at what I am, rather than what I am not.
I am a channeler, which is very different than being a
spiritual teacher. My role is to translate information from
entities such as Adamus. He doesn’t give me the words
to say, but rather he transmits a stream of consciousness.
I have to put it into words, as well as follow his timing,
gestures, emphasis, etc. Even Adamus doesn’t claim to
be a spiritual teacher, although he carries the exalted title
of Grand Ascended Master and self-appointed president
of the Ascended Masters Club. Adamus simply gathers
up our energy and gives back to us what we already
know, and what we’re ready to hear. He’s a big mirror, but
not a spiritual teacher. So no, just because someone is a
channeler doesn’t qualify them to be a spiritual teacher.

I am a business person,
and proud of it. I never took
a business class in my life,
but along the way I learned
how to operate a business.
When I first started channeling in front of New Age
groups, I was rather shocked
about their deep distain for
business. I would have been better off telling them I was
an escaped convict rather than admitting I was a business
person. Like most everything in life, business can foster
corruption or power games, but at its core a business is
a way to manage and balance a creative effort, whether
you’re manufacturing toilet seats or running a content
distribution company. I’ve seen many spiritual organizations fail because they didn’t know how to run a business.
Crimson Circle operates an impeccable international
company with 15 staff members. We clearly understand
that the business is here to support Shaumbra around the
world, not just to make money. The business supports
the content (messages), not the other way around. We
call our business “sustainable,” meaning that we put any
profits back into new services for Shaumbra.
I am a Safe Space Facilitator. The thing that gives me
the most satisfaction, and is my true passion, is creating

a safe space. I’m not a spiritual teacher, but I love creating the safe space for Shaumbra to become their own
spiritual teachers. The safe space takes place in many
different forms. Every time we conduct a workshop we
are creating a safe space for Shaumbra to allow their own
transformations. Even though attendees think they’re
coming to hear something new from Adamus, the truth
is that they are coming for their own realizations while
Adamus distracts and entertains. I’m a bit of a fanatic
about setting up the safe space. The space has to be
just right, from the room dimensions to the placement of
chairs to the sound system, windows, refreshments and
lighting. If the room feels safe, the attendees are able
to relax and allow the spiritual teacher within themselves
to come forth. The same safe-space principle applies
to webcasts, Cloud Classes, interactions with Customer
Service, the monthly Shaumbra Magazine, books, and
every other “touch point” Shaumbra has with Crimson
Circle. The new Shaumbra Pavilion at Villa Ahmyo in Kona
is a beautiful example of the safe space. Everything was
taken into consideration including the proportions of the
building, the wood, lighting and air circulation, sound
systems, gardens, position of the sun, break area and a
thousand other details that make it a true Shaumbra safe
space. The job of the Crimson Circle staff is to make sure
it is a safe space, no matter what form it takes. Within the
safe space, Shaumbra can bring their darkest aspects to
wisdom. Without a safe space, the aspects continue to
run the show. I take great pride and joy with helping to
create that safe space for Shaumbra, then the rest is up
to them.
I understand that nobody means any offense when
they refer to me as a spiritual teacher. It only bothers
me because you cannot teach anyone spirituality. You
can suggest books for them to read, videos to view or
classes to take, but I don’t believe you can be someone’s
spiritual teacher. There is a flaw in the person who thinks
they need a spiritual teacher, and a bigger flaw in someone who considers themselves to be a spiritual teacher.
You can listen to someone who is going through their
spiritual crisis and even offer some stories of your own,
but ultimately there is only one spiritual teacher. It is the
Master that is already within you, just waiting for you to
stop looking outside of yourself for answers. That spiritual
teacher – the Master within – has only one client, and that
client is you.
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NEW!

THE GOOD LIFE,
THE MASTER’S LIFE

SESSIONS
1. Point of Separation (59:00)
The realization that everything is your energy is a turning point of massive proportions. Doubt is a natural and

THE MASTER’S LIFE PART 11: LIVING ENERGY

integral part of this journey, especially as the Order of the
Arc dismantles. However, even that energy can serve you

Format: Streaming video, audio and
online text e-reader
Cost: $145 through April 1, 2020
($195 thereafter)
Featuring: Adamus Saint-Germain,
Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe

as a tool for clarity.
2. Energy Balance (1:08:07)

Recorded at the Crimson Circle
Connection Center, October 2019

You now have the maturity to allow living energy – and
true freedom – in your life. Understanding energy balance, that everything also has its “un” reality, gives you

Refunds:

the tools to allow this profound change. In this session

No refunds on digital purchases

you can experience the freedom and absolute harmony
of energy in service to you.
3. Energy Quotient (52:33)
You are changing your orientation to energy, which is
a very important part of Realization. In fact, energy is the
final aspect to be integrated, allowing it to become your
new intelligence. Your “energy quotient” indicates how
open you are to energy, and Adamus leads a merabh to
truly allow this for yourself.
4. You Already Know (29:14)
Energy has no agenda; it brings what is absolutely

THE GOOD LIFE, THE MASTER’S LIFE

appropriate to you, based on your consciousness. In
other words, you already know what is needed. Now,
simply allow it. In this beautiful merabh, Adamus helps

When one recognizes that energy is not an outside
force, but is rather one hundred percent in service to self,
it is a turning point far more important than even awakening. Indeed, understanding the relationship between
consciousness and energy fulfills the very purpose of life
on this planet. Allowing this paradigm shift is not easy, for
it brings up ancient doubts and questions that originated
long before we came to Earth. However, as humans finally
begin to understand the interaction between consciousness and energy, Merlin appears, magic comes to life,
and the ancient Order of the Arc begins to dismantle, its
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mission accomplished. When one allows energy to truly
serve in every way, what comes next is absolute freedom.
Everything in your life has an awareness of itself in
service to you. To begin understanding how to work with
this, Adamus explains that every physical object also
exists as the “un” of itself, an expression just beyond
physical reality but actually easier to connect with. It can
take some time to really allow yourself to perceive energy
in absolute harmony and service, but when you do, you
can finally live as the Merlin, the master of energy.

you go beyond the human game of “I don’t know.”

HIGHLIGHTS
• Everything you perceive is
your energy
• It’s the biggest Point of
Separation in this lifetime
• Doubt is natural and can be a
beautiful tool for clarity
• The Order of the Arc has
served its purpose
• What’s your Energy Quotient?
• Everything is in service to you!
Can you allow it?

5. Allowing the Change (47:36)
Energy has been realigning itself in preparation for one
of the biggest Points of Separation you will ever have:
changing your relationship with energy. Sink into this

MORE INFO – ENGLISH

deep merabh and experience energy moving through

MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

you in absolute service. This is what allows you to stay on

WATCH EXCERPTS

the planet as an embodied Master.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
PROGNOST 2020 – Adamus’ Annual Planetary Forecast
Louisville, CO & ONLINE – También en Español • January 18, 2020

PASSION OF THE MERLIN – SOLD OUT
Bled, Slovenia • September 12–13, 2020

Since 2014 ProGnost has become one of the most sought after Shaumbra events of
the year. Adamus, dedicated to guiding us into our embodied Realization, doesn’t
usually address the state of the planet, politics, aliens, the environment or the
future. But twice a year he reveals what
he and the other Ascended Masters
MORE INFO
MÁS INFO
foresee for our planet in the years ahead.

This gathering will be a blend of an annual celebration, a Merlin workshop and
what used to be the Midsummer New Energy Conference. The September 2020
event will feature channels from Adamus and the yet-to-be-announced entities
and angels. Throughout the two-day gathering we’ll be
blessed with merabh and dance music from Yoham, featuring
MORE INFO
Gerhard Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa and several new musicians

ASPECTOLOGY ONLINE
ONLINE ONLY – También en Español • JANUARY 24–26, 2020

ENERGY WORKS – SOLD OUT
LES SAINTES MARIES DE LA MER – FRANCE •
SEPTEMBER 18–22, 2020

One of the most transformational classes offered by the Crimson Circle,
Aspectology is offered online once a year. “It is natural for any creator being to
create aspects. It is natural for all of these aspects to return back home, sooner
or later. Somewhere deep within, you
have chosen to make this the lifetime,
MÁS INFO
MORE INFO
the Point of Presence, for welcoming all
of your aspects back home.” – Tobias.

CHANNELING (AND SENSING) WORKSHOP
KONA, HAWAII • JULY 12–16, 2020
Can you learn to channel in just three days? Absolutely! We’ll show you how
to “sense” energies and translate the universal language into something your
mind will understand, and other people can hear coming
through your voice. In three days, you’ll get all of the basics
MORE INFO
and more.

CHANNELING (AND SENSING) WORKSHOP
RUST, AUSTRIA • SEPTEMBER 2–6, 2020
Can you learn to channel in just three days? Absolutely! We’ll show you how
to “sense” energies and translate the universal language into something your
mind will understand, and other people can hear coming
through your voice. In three days, you’ll get all of the
MORE INFO
basics and more.
8
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UPCOMING EVENTS

At this gathering Adamus will go in depth into the physics and psychology
of how to put energy to work in your life, in a practical and useful manner.
This will be one of many Shaumbra groups to explore the
intimacy and sensuality of their own energy, and how to
MORE INFO
let it serve your true desires and creations.

THE MASTER CODE – NEW!
KONA, HAWAII • NOVEMBER 15–19, 2020
The Master Code is an all-new gathering with Adamus Saint-Germain. The
word “code” means a form of communication or symbols, as well as a set
of ethics and conduct. We can’t say too much more about this workshop
because Adamus is prone to making changes and
adjustments right up to the last minute.
MORE INFO
OPEN FOR REGISTRATION JANUARY 4, 2020

ENERGY WORKS – NEW!
KONA, HAWAII • NOVEMBER 23-27, 2020
Shaumbra is at the forefront of understanding the relationship between consciousness and energy. At this gathering Adamus will go in depth into the
physics and psychology of how to put energy to work in your life, in a practical
and useful manner. This will be one of many Shaumbra groups to explore the
intimacy and sensuality of their own energy, and how to
MORE INFO
let it serve your true desires and creations.
OPEN FOR REGISTRATION JANUARY 4, 2020
0120
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PERSONAL
ENERGY

VS.
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etting go of the control we have on our personal energy
seems to be a point of focus in the Shouds these days
and I can see why: we can’t move forward with those
controls because they stand in the way of Realization.
I don’t know about you, but I have done some really strange
things with my personal energy and brought in silly things like
hardship, suffering and lack, and I must have got really bored
because I threw in a few restrictive physical issues as well.
Personal energy is important to me because I
know it’s the holy grail, the place within us that
Adamus and Tobias have been lovingly guiding us
towards remembering for eons of time. Just recently, I went through an experience that made me face
facts and I had to acknowledge that I have been
participating in the game of denial and have been
actively engaging in restricting my personal energy.
My partner and I recently moved to a new house.
By Leigh Bisset
Now, at the risk of sounding a little bit odd, we both
like toys. I am a Star Wars nerd and he likes cars,
models, military tanks, trucks, helicopters and so on. Part of his
fun is putting them in specific formations that make sense to
him, and part of my fun is to watch him do it. And, because the
model table is not set up right now, some of the toys are laid
out with military precision on the spare room floor. The thing
is, we haven’t yet finished unpacking, which means this room
is full of boxes, making it a bit of an obstacle course to get
to the wardrobe that holds my partners clothes. He has used
this to his imagination’s advantage however and has staged
a complete military takeover stationed on and around boxes,
furniture, floor and window sill.
Not being the most coordinated person, I know it’s only a
matter of time before I wander into the room – head in the
clouds, distracted by some inane thought – and take out a
couple of tanks with my feet, hips or backside. It’s happened
more times than I care to admit. I’ve even laid on the floor with
a blasted ruler, trying to realign vehicles in a vain attempt to
hide my indiscretions, but partner always knows; seeing something out of place is his superpower.
Twice a day now I creep between the lines of military defence,
gingerly slip past the precarious positioning of war ships, and
breathe a sigh of relief if I make it to the window without incident. The window ledge is the final frontier of defence, complete with a row of helicopters – with the most delicate blades
you could imagine – poised and ready for takeoff.

10
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I carefully lower the blind, trying to gauge where to stop without snapping
one of the delicate communication wires connected to the makeshift helicopter landing pad. While this simple task is perfectly normal and easy for my
partner, for me it’s a living nightmare. I’m not good in spaces without plenty
of room to move about freely, and it challenges my ability to walk like a lady.
Worst of all, my clumsy aspect goes nuts in this space, making me feel about
as dainty as Briana of Tar (from Game of Thrones) in a china shop.
My partner was home from work for a week, which gave us an opportunity
to unpack and reorganize things. Standing behind the imaginary boom gate
(I think other people call this a doorway), being sure to keep my feet out of
the hazard zone, I observed as my partner stood in the middle of his beloved
war zone looking at his wardrobe with sad eyes. His clothes were crammed
haphazardly into the small space, and while I understand this wouldn’t affect
a lot of men, my partner is hyper organized and this is the kind of thing that
tips him out of balance. For years I have marvelled at the perfectly straight
lines he manages to achieve with whatever he touches.
I caught the look of discomfort on his face from not having the space organized to his standards, and realized how challenging it must be to live with
‘a thousand garments Leigh.’ I thought about how, even at the risk of his
own sanity, he surrendered the main wardrobe to accommodate my clothing
obsession. Seeing his pain, I knew then and there it was time to fix this. He
would be going away for a few weeks, it would be the perfect time for me to
bring balance to this situation. The decision made, I moved away from the
doorway, and immediately began feeling very off, out of balance and suddenly disconnected from life.
Many of us know by now what an incoming aspect feels like. The energies
gather, tension builds and then we’re hit with experience after experience that’s
related to or triggered by the aspect in question. Experience has shown me
that the energies will only intensify until they reach their intended peak, while
the human self feels unprepared, taken by surprise, and wondering what the
hell has happened to their life. That’s exactly what was happening – one minute
life was great and I had a plan; the next minute the only voice I could hear was
the one declaring my clumsiness and reinforcing the belief that everything I
touched collapsed, broke or fell, including my body and work situation.
My initial intention was to simply swap wardrobes, but I just couldn’t bear
the thought of having to negotiate a safe pathway to my closet every day
while battling the clumsy, judgmental aspect storm. So, in defiance I simply
emptied the clothing from my wardrobe into the bin. I could solve the problem of wardrobe placement later.
Now my aspect did its best Gollum impersonation (from Lord of the Rings),
and totally lost the plot. We argued back and forth, it telling me why I can’t
throw my things away, and me telling it why I can. It felt a bit like having a
good old-fashioned fist fight. Something must have shifted within me because
I just ‘knew’ I had to let go of all this stuff, which left me well positioned to be
the observer of my experience.

12
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For maybe the first time ever, I tuned in and really listened to what the
aspect had to say. I noticed that my stories were neatly packaged as ‘valid
reasons’ justifying why I should keep my things. It was regurgitating the same
dialogue I’d been listening to and buying into for years. Even more astonishing was how repetitious it was. I mean it has literally been banging out the
same lines all of my adult life and I never noticed!
There was always an excuse for why I should keep an item of
clothing, the most over-used one being ‘I will wear it when I lose
weight’ (Leigh, you’re not 20 anymore). I may as well have said ‘I
am keeping it until I grow taller, get younger and regain my virginity.’ It was never going to happen, that ship sailed years ago, but
hey, what a simple way to keep me on the never-ending treadmill
of victimhood and powerlessness.
So, in terms of personal energy, if I was truly allowing and not
restricting or controlling my energy in any way, why would I need to
store and hold onto things for a later date? Why wouldn’t I just buy
things that would complement the one who I am now? (head smack
moment) I kept and stored what no longer served me because I
didn’t trust myself to give to myself! Which, in my world, translates
to ‘’I do not trust myself to have unrestricted, untethered flow of my
personal energy.” Instead, I’ve been trying to control it for whatever
stupid reasons my aspects had come up with.
Oh God, I am the control freak! The Gollum aspect is my creation, he’s still a bastard and I am responsible for limiting my
energy. Yeah, I don’t much like that story, but it did alert me to
the ways I sneakily put restrictions on my energy.

“

I KEPT AND STORED WHAT
NO LONGER SERVED ME
BECAUSE I DIDN’T TRUST
MYSELF TO GIVE
TO MYSELF!

WONDER WOMAN
Have I mentioned I also like Marvel books, movies and figurines? Take
Wonder Woman (Lynda Carter) for example. She is hot! What I would give
to have those curves (not to hold them). Let’s play comic book character for
minute and imagine that I am Wonder Woman’s clumsy twin.
I too have an invisible golden lasso – except mine represents control and
restriction – and somewhere along the line I tripped, fell, and my lasso got all
tangled up and wound tightly around my body. (Remember, I don’t know it’s
there because its invisible). While my beautiful twin is off saving the world, I’m
flopping through life like a wet fish. I would love to be a heroine too but alas,
I am a Shaumbra Wonder Woman with an aspect that resembles an invisible
golden lasso, a lasso that is squeezing the life out of my personal energy. It
is restricting my experiences, my opportunities and my movement; except I
don’t know that restriction exists because my arms and legs are free to flap
about, thus creating the illusion that I can move about freely, albeit awkward
and ineffectively. (This explains a hell of a lot about my life.)

0120
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This realization brings me back to the significance of how something simple, like walking into a spare room to close a blind or emptying the contents
of a wardrobe can trigger and embolden an aspect and even give
it a voice. That clumsy, judgmental aspect knew my vulnerabilities,
weaknesses and sore spots.

experiences that came to me were restricted, controlled, contained and small.
Control is the story teller, the one that whispers the subtle untruths in your ear.
Control wants you to forget your true nature. It doesn’t want you to remember
who you are and will do anything in its power to make sure you never find out
what you are capable of.

For years one part of me just wanted to be able to glide in and out
of a room without causing any damage. She knew there was an inner
delicate something somewhere that could make her glide; she
knew she was graceful. But how can grace exist if half my body
is bound, tied and twisted in controlled restriction, while the
other half (that has believed the lie and thinks it is free)
is flapping about like a stranded fish, completely
unaware the other half exists? One refuses to allow
any kind of grace and flow, the other is a sleeping
puppet who acts out the energy distortion. Without
coordination or cooperation, it’s no wonder I kept
colliding with the military tanks! And meanwhile,
the bored Master is sitting on the ethereal park
bench saying, ‘Would you just untie the lasso
already?’

Fear is the enabler of control, for control cannot exist without it. Fear is
merely a prop, a tool used so that control can keep its stranglehold on personal energy. Without fear, control has no power. When left unchecked, this
thing had free reign to restrict flow in every possible way in my life, which it
did very well. And the older I got, the better it became at its job, or perhaps
the more I got comfortable not having to take responsibility for the things that
‘happened’ in my life.

Wonder Woman Leigh looks down and realizes
her hands are free to do just that.
It was never about getting back into ‘that
dress.’ It was never about my clumsiness. That’s
the lie, the story the human bought into while
the aspect remained hidden, camouflaging
itself beneath a barrage of put-me-downs. And
each time I believed it, succumbing to the lie and
handing my authority over to it. No wonder the simple
task of culling my things became unreasonably challenging. No wonder time slowed down and I felt so heavy and
low. I was meeting the gate keeper of my personal energy,
and I don’t mind saying it’s been an un-holy bastard.
Personal energy and allowing are one and the same, or at
the very least they have the same meeting place. In its arrogance, this aspect insists that it can do a better job of allowing than allowing itself, and it proves it every time it tries to
control my personal energy. It doesn’t want to give freedom
to my personal energy; it doesn’t trust it and doesn’t like it.
This aspect (part of self) doesn’t want or believe in allowing, and if there’s a part of you telling you otherwise, then
you have been sold a story, a lie, because true allowing
tells you nothing. It simply allows.
Restriction borne through control was my Creative Expression. It is
how I was expressing my personal energy and so it only makes sense that the

14
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The beauty of this lifetime is that we are armed with awareness. Without it, I
would be lost, confused and in a pretty dark place right now because I would
not have understood what is happening to me and why. But I do, and I have
Crimson Circle to thank for that. I have the tools, I have the wisdom, and I
know exactly what I need to do to take this aspect down.
I remove the lasso, buy a new outfit and call my twin.

POSTSCRIPT
It is interesting to note the repercussions of throwing all my things away and
releasing control of my personal energy. First, I flew to see my youngest who
is now 17. He is a hoarder, and the whole family knows how hard it is for him
to let anything go, even a random looking stick. He has years’ worth of stuff
that he refuses to let go of because every piece of clothing or item in his room
is attached to a memory or person he loved. The first day I arrived, he asked
if I would help him clean his room. I said sure, but we didn’t do it then. The
following day he spontaneously emptied his room and threw everything away
by himself! This is a BIG deal! He even emptied his beloved gadget making
drawer and kept his room free of junk the whole time I was there!
Second, after discovering how restricting my personal energy can affect
my physical body, I had a spontaneous, inexplicable recovery and no longer
needed surgery to correct what was wrong. The docs couldn’t figure it out,
but I knew what had happened. I just smiled and went home.
And third: I just got a high paying job! Yeah baby!! FINALLY!

Leigh has been with the Crimson Circle since 2003 and states, “Shaumbra
children are not children at all. They are teachers waiting to be awakened.”
Leigh is interested in connecting with other Shaumbra parents and kids and
possibly creating a virtual meeting place for them. She may be contacted
via email.
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NOVEMBER IN KONA!
JOIN US FOR THESE TWO VERY SPECIAL
EVENTS AT VILLA AHMYO, NOVEMBER 2020

ASPECTOLOGY – SPECIAL SECTION

FEATURING ADAMUS SAINT-GERMAIN
HOSTED BY GEOFFREY AND LINDA HOPPE

NOVEMBER 15–19, 2020

NOVEMBER 23–27, 2020

The Master Code is an all-new gathering with
Adamus Saint-Germain. The word “code” means a
form of communication or symbols, as well as a set
of ethics and conduct. We can’t say too much more
about this workshop because it has only been done
once and Adamus is prone to making changes and
adjustments right up to the last minute.

Shaumbra is at the forefront of understanding the
relationship between consciousness and energy. At
this gathering Adamus will go in depth into the physics and psychology of how to put energy to work in
your life, in a practical and useful manner. This will be
one of the first of many Shaumbra groups to explore
the intimacy and sensuality of their own energy, and
how to let it serve your true desires and creations.

We can’t say too much more about these gatherings because Adamus always surprises us, but we can say they are for
pioneers who are eager to live abundantly as Embodied Masters, with energies serving them in the most graceful way.
These are advanced Crimson Circle workshops, so it’s important to have a good understanding of the Adamus’
materials from the past few years, including Ancestral Freedom, Wound of Adam, ProGnost and even the Master’s Life
series. Participation in Keahak is also helpful. These are not required, but highly recommended. The Sexual Energies
School is a requirement to attend both events. Please register early because these events will sell out quickly.
Registration opens January 4, 2020.
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experience such as physical abuse, a serious illness, accident or trauma. An aspect can be a part of you that you
deny or reject, thereby becoming stuck or dissociated,
and influencing your life in an unconscious and sometimes
detrimental way. In the worst case a person can develop a
Multiple Personality Disorder.
With the tools offered in this workshop you can start to
recognize and reintegrate those stuck aspects by invite
them to return home. This process can be very challenging
and intense, but also very liberating. By reintegrating your
aspects, you can release deep energetic wounds and begin
enjoying life in a new way.
Aspectology is one of the most transformational classes
offered by the Crimson Circle. It includes channels from
both Tobias and Adamus, as well as comments from Geoff
and Linda before each channeled session as they host the
School live.

NEW ENERGY

ASPECTOLOGY™
In this workshop, Tobias and Adamus speak about the aspects
we create to experience and manage our lives. An aspect represents a certain part of you, for example the parent, the musician, warrior or businessperson, the healer, a child. Also, past life
identities, certain talents and abilities and even your biology are
Aspects. Each human has therefore thousands and thousands of
aspects. They are in essence the rays of your divine self.
Aspects are normally fully integrated. However, aspects can
also become wounded or fragmented as a result of a traumatic
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ONLINE
JANUARY
24–26,
2020
HOSTED LIVE BY
GEOFFREY AND
LINDA HOPPE
STREAMING AVAILABLE
UNTIL FEBRUARY 5, 2020

If you’ve never taken Aspectology, now is the perfect
time. We offer it online only once a year. If you’ve already
taken Aspectology and want a refresher, this is a great
opportunity to experience the energies again (and get a
50% discount). Aspectology is now translated into 15 languages and taught by 125 Certified Teachers worldwide.
Nearly 800 Aspectology classes have been conducted
around the world.
“Aspectology is natural. It is natural for any creator being
to create actors of itself, to create aspects that will serve it.
It is a natural thing for all of these aspects to return back
home, sooner or later. Somewhere deep within, you have
chosen to make this the lifetime, the Point of Presence, for
welcoming all of your aspects back home.” – Tobias
DISCOUNT APPLICATION FOR GRADUATES

COST: $595
• Registration includes 10-day
access to streaming audio
and video, and 90-day
access to the text transcript
e-Reader.
• Verified Aspectology graduates can attend for $297.50;
active Aspectology teachers
can attend at no charge.
Please use this link to apply
for the discount.
• You must be registered by
January 19, 2020.
DATE: January 24-26, 2020
This workshop is ideal if
you are:
• Looking for true solutions
beyond what can be found in
typical therapy and counseling
• Seeking to be a conscious
creator in your own life
• A professional facilitator,
therapist, counselor, psychologist, etc.
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

ASP TEACHERS
(use “Filter by Classes”)

WATCH EXCERPTS
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ASPECTOLOGY™ :

THE MISSING PIECE

I realized I did not want to continue with
research because I did not find any meaning in
it. And, because conscious breathing worked
for me, I decided to switch to being a coach
and teach conscious breathing. In the beginning I did not know what to call myself or my
services, but now I have the name “Mindfulness
Teacher,” although mind-full-ness is a kind of a
joke because I don’t teach mindfulness; I teach awareness and compassion.
My real profession is being a teacher of awareness and self-compassion for
muggles – if I can use that term – and for people in the process of waking
up. So, I see the full range of “My back hurts, I want to leave my job, I’m
unhappy” to “What are these weird symptoms that are happening to me?”
I work now as a practicing psychologist. I’m not a therapist but I counsel
and combine positive psychology with “mindfulness” and conscious breathing. And, since attending SES (Sexual Energies School) and Aspectology, I
use these two as the foundation for my work. In fact, psychology would not
be as effective on its own as it is combined with SES and Aspectology. SES is
harder for people to understand, but everyone can understand Aspectology.
The concept that “I’m not one, I’m many. I have a core and I have stories I
tell,” is very accessible for people.
Since 2004 I have worked as a coach and a mindfulness trainer. I work
with individuals and, since 2013, for big companies also as part of the
Trainer Network Potential Project.

INTERVIEW WITH SILKE STEININGER – PSYCHOLOGIST,
CRIMSON CIRCLE CERTIFIED TEACHER

SM: When did you take Aspectology and how did you decide to become
a teacher?
SILKE: I first attended SES in 2006 in Frankfurt, and immediately decided
I wanted to do the SES upcoming teacher training in Switzerland. A couple
years later I took Aspectology, also in Frankfurt. I remember sitting down in
the first or second row, and one of the facilitators said to me, “You don’t want
to sit there.”

SHAUMBRA MONTHLY: What is your professional history?
SILKE: I studied psychology in university, although I never planned to work
with people because I was so afraid of them. Therefore, after the year two
exam I had to specialize, and chose cognitive psychology rather than clinical psychology. I continued with the studies and did my PhD in perception
and action control. Then I went into theoretical research, rather than applied
research, but after a few years I realized I was very, very unhappy.
Sitting on the most beautiful beach in the world, I was crying and did not
understand why. It was the year 2000, which was a turning point, because
until that point I believed only in things I could touch. My mother believed
in the spiritual world, and I thought she was crazy. Then, over the next four
years, my whole world flipped. Around 2002 I heard of Crimson Circle and
started reading. I began doing mindfulness or conscious breathing, however
you want to call it, and in 2004 the full transformation to Shaumbra was done.
It had flipped really fast.
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Silke Steininger

“Yes, I want to sit there!” “No, you don’t.” He was joking of course, but later
I understood because it was a hell of a ride, and awesome too. It was very
clear that I also wanted to be a teacher for Aspectology, and since then I have
given a number of SES and Aspectology classes. They are very small, usually
1-4 people in a class, but many come to me and say, “There’s an online training, but I prefer to do it with a teacher.” That’s something I’ve been hearing
quite often the last several months.
SM: What have you noticed within yourself after going through Aspectology?
SILKE: I think the main thing was a big aha and a big forgiving of myself.
I attended it live and it was very intense, and it helped me accept and integrate a lot of the darkness. Of course, it was not integrated immediately, but
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something switched. There was a lot of shame and guilt for things I had done.
I had remembrances of past lifetimes and being in very dark places, doing a
lot of not so nice stuff, and I could finally start to forgive myself. That was the
most important thing, to start forgiving myself, and then coming to terms with
the darkness that was in me and understanding it, and also understanding the
darkness in the world – even more than after SES – and accepting it.

stand how you work as a person, as a personality,
and you can start to put yourself together with
this very practical advice. Everything is an aspect.
And it even helps in dealing with the outside
world because all your things are aspects too,
which is something else I work with.

The second thing I understood was that Aspectology was the missing part
of my psychology studies. I had learned a lot – psychology is a really big field
and the scientists understand a lot – but there’s something missing. And after
Aspectology it was complete, as if it grounded and completed the picture,
and this, of course, helped me a lot because I’m still a very mental person. I
have a very big rational part that wants to understand, and after Aspectology
I understood. It made perfect sense, and it gave me, together with SES, a
tool to care for myself.

SM: What would you say to someone who says,
“Well, they talk about aspects in the Shouds. I
already got the energy and understand it. Why should I spend all that money
to take the class?”

I had the feeling I didn’t need anyone on the outside. Perhaps it would
be nice to have someone to call or even go to for coaching, but not really because I have all the tools myself. I felt free and empowered, able to do it
myself. I understand the process, I can do it, I can go all the way to the gold,
the finish line.
So, for me, it completed the picture. SES was already awesome, but I had
the feeling that SES is more like balancing and stabilizing oneself, which is
important because Aspectology can be a rough ride for a while. After my
Aspectology class it really kind of opened a door. You can feel it and you have
to take the time to really look at things that pop up. And they will pop up. If
you take the class, things will definitely change. I think if you decide to go,
you are already in the process and it is moving you along. A lot of things will
come up, both during the class and afterward. For me, the second night was
tough because one of the not-so-nice aspects was visiting. I knew beforehand
and was kind of nervous about it, but I was not in fear. I could feel Adamus
very close, like he ‘had my back’ – a very physical, bodily feeling – so I felt
very safe, even though I knew beforehand it would not be a very good night.
It was a great learning experience.
Since then, it’s an ongoing process. It keeps getting easier and easier, like
Tobias said, less and less resistance. Things that you’re afraid of or that block
you or make a lot of fuss, it gets easier. For much of my life I was in fear, and
this changed with SES. I was able to get rid of my depression and anxiety with
SES and with a lot of conscious breathing.
SM: Would you say Aspectology is something very practical?
SILKE: Definitely, definitely. You get a toolkit and you can do it for yourself.
It’s very, very empowering, very practical, and you can start immediately. It
gives you the tools to deal with your day-to-day problems because all your
day-to-day problems are aspects. Every one of them! It boils it down to a
simple solution, not simple in applying but simple as a concept. You under-
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SILKE: I have a breathing group that can get very intense, and sometimes my
clients go into an experience of integration without doing a class. Sometimes
it just happens, and it works. They can do it. But it’s a lot easier, smoother and
faster if you have the background of the class, because there are experiences
in Aspectology that you won’t have outside the class. You can do it on your
own, but it makes integration a lot easier and a lot faster, especially with the
dark aspects. I could have gone on struggling with these bad guys for years,
but after Aspectology it became quite easy to let go of this thing in my past.
So, if you want to make it more comfortable for yourself, if you want to make
it faster and smoother, do the class. It’s worth the money because it will actually save you money by integrating the aspects that block your creativity and
potentials for more money. In other words, if you want to earn more money,
do Aspectology! Then do Master’s Life 4 – Ahmyo. Or do the whole series,
but Ahmyo did it for me. I’m still not exactly where I want to be with respect
to abundance, but I’m moving there and Aspectology plays a huge part in it.
So, invest the money in yourself.
SM: Is there anything else you would like to share with Shaumbra
about Aspectology?
SILKE: If you feel that you are in a very unstable position, that your
life is falling apart or you’re not in a good state, do SES first. Then wait
for a while, because it stirs things up. I often say SES is stabilizing and
Aspectology can give you a lot of changes, so it’s better to do it when you
have the feeling, “Now, I’m ready for it. And I’m fine if something stirs up
my life,” because it will.
And if you take medication, please read the paragraph about that because
it’s very important. (“Those who are taking anti-anxiety or anti-depression
medications, known as SSRIs, within the past 18 months, are not eligible to
participate in the Aspectology School.”) It’s a really good thing to heed this
warning. I have one client who had a very difficult experience with aspects
and he kind of lost himself. He lost his core and was lost in an aspect for quite
some time and had to take medication. So please take care. It’s a class that’s
very effective and the guidelines are there for a reason.
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If you have any doubt, take SES first. Work with SES for some time and have
a physician that can help get you off the medication, and perhaps switch to
homeopathic remedies. Then do Aspectology. But if you have a feeling, “This
is a good time, this draws me,” then by all means do it because it’s very helpful. It’s one of the core classes for a reason.
And, if you are in psychology, do it to complete your picture of how our
psyche works. And even if you don’t believe in channeling, nonetheless
Aspectology still works. The concepts that are presented can easily be seen
from a positive psychology view and they are sound. So, even if you don’t
believe in angels or Atlantis, that doesn’t matter because you are learning
sound psychological concepts that go beyond and give you the whole picture.

It all comes full circle now – dragon, clarity, safety, aspects, all of it.
~ JPR
It is the best cloud class I have ever done! It is just filling those little spots of nebulous greyness and soothes immediately the darkness. So amazing to feel complete.
I am full of energy.
~ CB
Such a unique experience. Such deep and complete transformations in grace and simplicity.
~ IM
What a graceful gift to us all. This is why I chose it. To allow the ultimate grace in my life. To
let go of the last of the resistance and fear to truly face the I AM that I AM.
~JS

Silke can be contacted through her website, silke-steininger.de,
or via email here.

Wow, what incredible information and what a perfect timing for me personally. I just lost my
partner three days ago, what an amazing way to integrate. This material should be mandatory to everyone who just lost a loved one.
~ CJ
It’s amazing how my recent moods have been so obvious. I no longer see them as highs or
lows. I see them as aspects coming in for a visit. I have had a lot of company since the class.
~ JO

A SPECTOLOGY™

ATTENDEE COMMENTS
This material is so profound, yet so simple and just feels so right!!!
~ TM

I feel like a painter with his paintbox welcoming home all the colors I created: black, white
and all various and beautiful colors in between.
~ DS
I found what it means to live my life after listening to Aspectology.
~ EC
The Dragon has entered with Clarity and Truth and greatest of thanks and Love for All of You
from All Of ME and All that I AM.
~ JR
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I have gained much insight into Myself, my aspects and I appreciate very much the clarity
and the manner of letting go of that which doesn’t serve me. I look forward to the lightness
and true creativity which will arise in my experience.
~ AM
Thank you so much for this amazing Cloud Class! It really does make a great difference for
me: my human-divine life BEFORE and AFTER this event.
~ IR
I can’t put my gratitude into words because there are none who would describe it in an
appropriate way. I am crying because of gratitude.
~ US
That letting go and releasing aspects – so beautiful. I feel like so many walls around me just
coming down, aspects coming up and back and showing themselves and also realizations
why certain aspects are there AND I can just be here and breathe in my safe space, in my
I Am and allow this amazing releasing to happen. So much clarity, simplicity, and new perspectives...WOW! I had expectations about this class – and this is so much more. Truly the
amazing gift to myself... WOW!
~ TT
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EVENTS CALENDAR
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS.
N OTE :
		
		

JANUARY 24–26, 2020

LIVE ONLINE
HOSTED LIVE BY GEOFFREY
& LINDA BENYO HOPPE
LANGUAGES:
ENGLISH / SPANISH

MORE INFO

N ot a l l events ma y yet b e op en for reg i strat i o n ;
Cri mson Ci rc l e Ang el s rec ei ve a d va nc e noti c e .
CCCC – Cri mson Ci rc l e Connec ti on Center, Lo u i s v i l l e , C o l o r a d o

2020
JANUARY

APRIL

04

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

04

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

18

ProGnost 2020 			

CCCC & Online

11

Keahak IX			Online

25

Keahak IX			Online

11

Keahak IX			Online

24 26 Aspectology Online		
25

Online

Keahak IX			Online

05 09 The Master Code			

08

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

Keahak IX			Online

16 20 Energy Works			

Villa Ahmyo

26 01 Ahmyo Retreat in Korean		

Villa Ahmyo

22

Keahak IX			Online

14

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

02

Monthly Webcast & Shoud]

23

Keahak IX			Online

09

28

26
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CCCC & Online

Keahak IX			Online

JUNE
Villa & Online

06

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

Villa Ahmyo

20

Rude Awakening Premiere

Amsterdam, NL

Keahak IX			Online

22 26 The Threshold			

Villa Ahmyo

MAY

MARCH
07

Villa Ahmyo

15 19 Energy Works with Spanish Tr.

FEBRUARY
01

Villa & Online

Keahak IX			Online

13
27

Keahak IX			Online
Keahak IX			Online
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THE NO BS SPIRITUAL
BOOK CLUB

Let’s face it, you can only read so many books, attend so many seminars,
and watch so many videos and summits. And you can’t judge a book by its
cover, or by the persuasiveness of its marketing campaign.
Throughout my career as a journalist, author, editor, publisher, and Talk TV/
Radio host, I’ve read thousands of books and interviewed many hundreds of
authors in the consciousness arena. Every day, new titles cross my desk and
new pitches fill my inbox. And, lately, I’m noticing a worrying trend. Many of
them seem to be rather light on substance, essence, and clear direction.
And I’m not alone in my opinion. Judging by the numbers of
emails I receive from people asking for help in sifting through
the vast array of books competing for their attention, much of
the really good stuff is getting submerged beneath the flood of
dumbed-down, marshmallow spirituality that’s now flooding the
Mind-Body-Spirit (MBS) market.
That’s concerning. Because you’ve got a job to do, and so have
I. We’re here to support humanity through an extremely turbulent,
transitionary period that will force radical change upon this planet
and all who live on her. And your contribution to this is crucial. You
don’t want to waste your time and money on hyped-up books and
teachings that sound good but only inch you forward. You want
authentic, reliable voices, empowering tools, and genuine skipthe-B.S. guidance that expands your mind, shifts your perceptions,
and accelerates your evolution quickly and affordably.

By Sandie Sedgbeer

The question is, how do you find them?
While I can’t banish the lightweight, dumbed-down spirituality that’s seeping into the MBS arena, I can use my knowledge, experience, and considerable network of contacts to help you eliminate the challenge of sorting the
worthwhile books from the “not worth wasting your time on” B.S.
That’s why I created the No B.S. Spiritual Book Club, so you can save valuable time, money, and energy in your search for the best resources to support
your personal evolution.

s we move through this increasingly turbulent time of transition,
our need for connection, community, and reliable guidance and
tools is becoming ever more critical to our physical, emotional, and
spiritual evolution, as well as the evolution of humanity.

The No B.S. Spiritual Book Club is exactly what it says it is. The premise is
simple. There are no ads, no joining fees, no obligations, and no B.S. Just an
ever-growing library of reliable recommendations for books worth reading,
and authentic voices worth hearing from recognizable and respected names
who’ve walked this pathway with you.

People are waking up at a more rapid rate than we’ve seen thus far in our
lifetime. Spirituality is finally going mainstream, and more and more speakers, authors, and teachers are stepping forward with books, workshops,
and courses offering keys, steps, recipes, and tools for lasting happiness,
personal growth, and spiritual evolution. While it’s truly gratifying to see
mass consciousness expanding, the sheer amount of choice available can
also be confusing.

Here’s how it works. Each month, I invite recognizable names and respected
teachers to compile their personal 10 Best List of Books that impacted them
the most on their spiritual journeys. And I conduct regular Face-to-Face Video
Meet-Ups with authors and contributors sharing intimate details of their journeys as well as the challenges, epiphanies, and experiences behind their 10
Best List choices. And, as often as possible, these are going to be live and
interactive. Which means that instead of just watching and listening to me

A
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interviewing the guests, YOU also will have the chance to address
YOUR questions to them directly.
Membership to The No B.S. Spiritual Book Club also includes free
book excerpts, exclusive discounts and special offers whenever we can
negotiate them for you, plus my own “Sandie’s Bookworms” section.
You know those sticky musical earworms that keep going around and
around in your head? Well, occasionally, this happens to me, but with
books, not music. These are the rare books out of the hundreds I read
that resonate so deeply and offer so much that I can’t get them out of
my head till I’ve shared them with all my friends.
When I reached out to some of my contacts, I was astonished at how
positive their responses were. Dan Millman, Iyanla Vanzant, Lee Harris,
Geoffrey Hoppe, Penney Peirce, Sandra Ingerman, and Jim Self are
just a few of the authors, speakers, and teachers that came back not
just with an enthusiastic “yes” but with an excited “Hell, yes!” You can
check a few of those out right now, using the link below, and more of
them will be added to the library each month.
You can find the No B.S. Spiritual Book Club at
www.sedgbeer.com/the-no-bs-book-club/

Sandie Sedgbeer is an author, editor, writing coach, book judge,
communications consultant, and Talk TV/Radio host. A professional
journalist who cut her teeth in the ultra-competitive world of British newspapers, Sandie has interviewed a wide variety of people in the public eye from
movie stars and entertainers to authors, scientists, politicians, and spiritual
teachers and leaders. Her reputation for thorough research, even-handedness, charm and wry British humor have made Sandie a popular interviewer
with pioneering new-thought teachers, including Dan Millman, Jean Houston,
Rupert Sheldrake, Bruce Lipton, What the Bleep Do We Know physicist, Prof.,
William Tiller, Dan Millman, Julia Cameron, Don Miguel Ruiz, Robert Thurman,
Lynne McTaggart, Ken Wilber, Gabrielle Bernstein, Fran Drescher, Jenny
McCarthy, Belinda Carlisle, Penney Peirce, Geoffrey Hoppe, Jim Self, Dean
Radin, Dannion Brinkley, and many more.
A firm believer that we cannot separate who we are from what we do, Sandie
combines her love of broadcasting with her pioneering work as a media/publishing and marketing consultant. She specializes in advising authors, teachers, speakers, and individuals how to apply the science of resonance to build
their platforms, profiles, and develop programs and products that people
don’t just like but love. Her latest pioneering venture is the founding of The
No B.S. Spiritual Book Club. www.sedgbeer.com/the-no-bs-book-club/
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THE NO B.S. SPIRITUAL BOOK CLUB
TOP 10 LIST FOR GEOFFREY HOPPE

Channeler/Author/Lecturer
Geoffrey Hoppe

My journey to Realization started at age
18 when I hypnotized a friend to quit smoking. While in a trance state he spontaneously
recalled four past lives. I was blown away, having come from a conservative Catholic background in the Midwest U.S. That started me
on my path, reading everything I could get my
hands on for the next three years. My quest
went into a 20-year hiatus as I got into the business world, moved to Texas, started my own
business at age 28, and tried to lead a normal,
productive life.
In 1995 I felt a constant, nagging knocking at the door. I tried to ignore it
but eventually I had to open that door, and it led me on one heck of a crazy
journey over the next 25 years. First, I met St. Germain in a lucid dream. A few
months later an angelic being by the name of Tobias showed up and took me
on a one-year crash course in spiritual physics and psychology. Shortly after
that, I was fired from an aviation telecommunications company I co-founded.
(The company now has 1,200 employees and is one of Fortune’s Top 50 future
companies). At the prompting of my wife Linda, I started channelling Tobias
for a small group of friends, and it literally went viral a year later. I never
planned to channel but now I find myself traveling over 100,000 miles a year
doing workshops with Linda under the Crimson Circle name. We have hightech recording studios in Colorado and Hawaii, and for the past 20 years I’ve
been immersed in my true passion.
Tobias left in 2009 to reincarnate back on the planet. He turned the guidance of Crimson Circle over to St. Germain, who works with our worldwide
group under the name of Adamus Saint-Germain in order to differentiate
the work he’s doing with us now with the work he did decades ago with Guy
Ballard and others. Adamus has a very defined focus: To guide people from
awakening into Embodied Realization. He has little or no tolerance for makyo
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(spiritual B.S.) and is generally not a fan of New Age teachings
because he feels they can be a huge distraction as one comes to
their Realization. As Adamus points out, he’s here only for those who
are choosing their Realization in this last lifetime on Earth.

MY TOP 10 BOOKS

Kryon Book I – The End Times by Lee Carroll
This book came to me by accident, but then again there are no
accidents. An acquaintance gave me a box of books she was getting rid of. Most of them were popular novels, but one book stood
out from all the rest: Kryon Book I – The End Times. The book had a
simple white cover and didn’t look as slick as the others, but something drew me to it. I consider it to be the book that got me back on
my path to Realization after a 20-year recess. Shortly after reading
the book I became friends with Lee Carroll and have appeared on
stage with him many times around the world. I recommend this book
to anyone going through their awakening.

Siddhartha by Herman Hesse
I was 17 years old when I read this book the first time. It opened
my eyes and heart to something very deep within. It showed me
there was so much more to life than a job, a snowmobile and cottage on a lake. This book got me on my path and literally changed
my life.

Seth Speaks by Jane Roberts
Jane Roberts is one of the most influential channelers of all time.
I read the book at least three times when I was in my late teens
and had a very difficult time comprehending Seth’s messages. They
provided some of the most insightful and concept-altering information I’ve ever read. I love Seth’s style; nothing airy-fairy or sugarcoated. Seth gets down to business, and his humor and humanity
come through in every chapter of the book.

Illusions by Richard Bach
This all-important novel by Richard Bach continued to open my
eyes as the reluctant messiah makes his way around in a biplane,
sharing spiritual truths and challenging both Richard and the reader to look at life with a very different perspective. It was an easy
and enjoyable read after going through Seth Speaks three times.

The Road Less Traveled by M. Scott Peck, M.D.
This book explores the nature of loving relationships and helped
me to learn how to distinguish dependency from love, and ultimately how to feel into my true self. In the opening line of his book,
Peck acknowledges that “Life is difficult” and the journey to spiritual
growth is a long one. It was an excellent, basic book for me as I
came into my awakening.
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The Althar – The Crystal Dragon by Joachim Wolffram, Ph.D.
As you come into the 11th hour of your journey to Realization,
you WILL encounter the dragon. The dragon is real, and it’s also a
metaphor for something deep inside you that will stop you at the
gates of Realization until all issues, guilt and shame are released.
The dragon knows you cannot enter into Realization if you’re still
carrying old wounds, imbalances or spiritual makyo (B.S.). It’s always
surprised me that more people haven’t written about the dragon,
but then I realized that few people ever come to this point on their
path; they get distracted along the way with various New Age and
spiritual schemes. Dr. Wolffram, a Buddhist monk and computer
software doctorate, has an incredible grasp of the dragon, and puts
it into easily understood language. There are a total of five books in
his Althar series.

Spiritual Enlightenment – The Damnedest Thing
by Jed McKenna
Jed McKenna is a pen-name for an unknown author who doesn’t
want personal notoriety or fame. At first, I found his writings to be
annoying, abrasive and self-centered but something kept me reading on. His style is deliberate, to make you look at yourself and
your concepts of enlightenment in a very raw and real way. If you
believe the path to Realization is paved with vegan diets and yoga
classes, this book is definitely not for you. McKenna is blunt and
honest about the brutality of coming to enlightenment, and he does
everyone on the path a great service by pointing out the distractions
and deceptions what could otherwise delay the enlightenment by
lifetimes. McKenna has written about eight other books, but this is
my favorite. I always get annoyed reading his books, and I always
come away with pearls of wisdom.
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Abundance – The Future is Better Than You Think
by Peter Diamondis
I don’t know how this book got on my iPad but one day it was
there, so I decided to check it out. It’s not a spiritual book. It’s about
the future of humanity in this new era of disruptive technologies.
The book sparked an interest in artificial intelligence, nanotechnology, BCI (brain-to-computer interfaces), robotics and biotechnology,
subjects that I otherwise would have only had a passing interest in.
While Diamandis doesn’t talk much about the element of consciousness in this book, it caused me to realize the importance of bringing
consciousness to the planet now to balance the quantum leaps in
technology. Consciousness comes as those on the spiritual path
release their makyo and allow true and natural Realization. It’s time.

i

CC TIPS
Monthly tips to help you make the most of your Crimson Circle online experience

HOW TO USE
DISCOUNT
COUPONS

Ramtha – The White Book by JZ Knight
I read this original Ramtha book back in about 1996 at the time
of my awakening. Like Seth (Jane Roberts), Ramtha had lived many
lifetimes on Earth, most notably his last lifetime where he was a
Lemurian warrior before his enlightenment. I loved the way JZ channeled Ramtha, and Ramtha’s personality. This book helped me to
realize that everything is within. From this book I also realized that I
prefer messages from entities who had been in human form rather
than galactic beings who had never walked in our human shoes.
Ramtha is direct, humorous and unrelenting.

The Mists of Avalon by Marion Zimmer Bradley
I read this classic Arthurian book during my awakening period,
before the convenience of iPads. It weighs in at two pounds, with
nearly 1,000 pages, but it was never boring or plodding. The book
is well-written, and either the author did a tremendous amount of
research or she was channeling her Avalon past. Mists of Avalon
woke up something deep within me from my Camelot past life, helping me to release a lot of old wounds, disappointments and regrets.
I did a workshop in Glastonbury about a year after reading the book.
While sitting in solitude at the Chalice Well, I experienced ghosts of
my Avalon past being healed and released. It was a very important
part of my journey to Realization.

Click to see or share this list online
https://www.sedgbeer.com/geoff-hoppes-10-best/
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You will occasionally have access to a discount coupon, whether to repeat a class at
50% off, a holiday gift from Crimson Circle
or something else.
IMPORTANT
In order to use a discount coupon, you MUST
login to the Crimson Circle store before
applying the coupon code. Otherwise, the
discount will not be applied.
To do this, go to “Sign In” at the top of the
page (computer view) or in the dropdown
menu (mobile view) and enter your login
information. Add the desired item to your
cart, then scroll down to the space labeled
“Discount Codes *& Gift Cards.” Enter the
coupon code and click APPLY. The discount
will then be applied to the item in your cart
and you can continue the checkout process.
NOTE
Discounts cannot be applied after the order
has been completed.
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

To experience the freedom of embodied Realization,
one must release duality, mental focus and limitation.
Adamus shares the three most important ways to do
so – Focus, Gravity and Oneness. Learn to walk out and
back in as desired, let your true passion blossom and
become the new Merlin, a Master and friend of energy.

• 10 Years with Adamus

• The Master’s Life, Part 10: Way Out

• Adamus’ Sensuality Clinic

• The Master’s Life, Part 11: Living Energy

• Ancestral Freedom

• The Master’s Voice

• Consciousness Revolution

• New Earth Update

• DreamWalker™ Birth

• ProGnost™ 2016

• DreamWalker® Death Transitions

• ProGnost™ 2016 UPDATE

• Four Masters in Munich

• ProGnost™ 2017

• Magic of the Masters

• ProGnost™ 2017 UPDATE

• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration

• ProGnost™ 2018

• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here

• ProGnost™ 2018 UPDATE – Goodbye Gaia

• The Master’s Life, Part 3: Embodiment

• ProGnost™ 2019 – The Dragon Enters

• The Master’s Life, Part 4: Sensuality

• ProGnost™ 2019 – Update

• The Master’s Life, Part 5: Ahmyo

• Quantum Allowing

• The Master’s Life, Part 6: No More!

• The Simple Master – Allowing & And

• The Master’s Life, Part 7: I Am Creation

• Timeless – A Journey Beyond

MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

• The Master’s Life, Part 8: Nova Vita

• Wound of Adam

WATCH EXCERPTS

Broadcast:
Cost:
Access:

Broadcast:
Cost:

Access:

Now playing

$145 (through April 1, 2020, 		
$195 thereafter)
Stream for 90 days
after purchase

MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS
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Recognizing that energy is not an outside force but
is in absolute service, is a turning point even bigger
than awakening. Indeed, understanding the relationship between consciousness and energy fulfills the
very purpose of life on this planet. Allowing this paradigm shift brings up ancient doubts and questions
from long before Earth. However, as humans begin
to understand consciousness and energy, Merlin
appears, magic comes to life, and the ancient Order
of the Arc dismantles, its mission accomplished. What
comes next is absolute freedom.
Adamus explains that every physical object also exists
as the “un” of itself, an expression just beyond physical reality but actually easier to connect with. It can
take some time to really allow yourself to perceive
energy in absolute harmony and service, but when
you do, you can finally live as the Merlin, the master
of energy.

Now playing

$195
Stream for 365 days
after purchase

Humans have been trying to get back “Home” for eons
of time, but the few who found their way found it nearly
impossible to remain on Earth. Now, for the first time
ever, there is a group of people who are determined to
do just that, and Adamus is here to provide guidance
and support for this, our true passion.

MORE INFO – ENGLISH

• The Master’s Life, Part 9: Realusion

THE MASTER’S LIFE, PART 11: LIVING ENERGY

NEW!

THE MASTER’S LIFE, PART 10: WAY OUT

Most Cloud Classes will remain available indefinitely. You have 90 days streaming access from the date of purchase (or
from the date of broadcast, if applicable). We also provide online English transcripts and text translations when available.
We hope you enjoy these essential offerings from Adamus Saint-Germain!

NEW!

NEW!

PROGNOST 2019 – UPDATE

Adamus opens with a clear reminder of why you are
here and to not get distracted by family, humanity,
the environment, causes, politics or anything else.
“Put all of yourself into your Realization,” he says,
“for you are the dreamers of a whole new era. This
is your true passion, and Merlin’s best friend, the
dragon, will make sure that you bring no imbalances
into it.”
Broadcast:
Cost:
Access:

Now playing

$60
Stream for 90 days
after purchase

MORE INFO – ENGLISH

He goes on to talk about the rapid advancement
of technology and artificial intelligence, which will
bring a conformity reminiscent of Atlantis. However,
beings of consciousness like you will be here showing the way to the beautiful alternate reality of New
Earth. Includes a Merabh for the Dreamers.

MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS
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THE

CRITICS CORNER

THE

CRITICS CORNER

Excerpts from Shaumbra reviews and comments on various products in the CC store. To leave your own feedback on any class or
product, simply go to the item page in the Crimson Circle store and click on Ratings and Reviews!

$195

ADD YOUR ENERGY

EXPANSIONALISTS GO WAY OUT

MAGIC IS IN THE AIR!

EXCELLENT

This is about taking everything to date and bringing
it into experience. As Adamus explains, it’s about
bringing those things that are on the “fringe of everyday life, and integrating them with the body, mind
and everyday experience.” He presents three very
different experiences with the sessions on Focus,
Gravity and Oneness of how to get out of limitation.
As “expansionalists”, this Master’s Life is a beautiful
reminder of who we really are, and the passion that
brought us to this lifetime.

What a wonderful, realized place. Magic is in the air!
Villa Ahmyo, the pavilion, the garden and the people in
it, a gate, truth, beauty, joy, freedom. Dear Linda, dear
Geoffrey, dear Adamus, dear Shaumbra ~ blessing to all.
~ JGB

I am glad, no words to express my gratitude.

The Master’s Life Part 10 is unique as it is available
for a year, and is the only one thus far to have its own
Facebook page. Many who have heard the material
wanted a place to share their experiences.
It could be said that the written history of the journey
into embodied realization that Shaumbra is leaving
for those who come after is like a tapestry that we’re
weaving. If so, This Master’s Life is one of the most
beautiful and shining threads in that creation. I would
encourage all of us to do as Adamus invites: come
back time and time again and experience this material
as it will provide the opportunity to go way, way out.
~ KH
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A BEAUTIFUL DREAM
A dream to know that there is a place for all of us.
I made the conscious choice to be there someday,
of course I’m crying after all is a dream and found it
very similar to our house of Shaumbra that we access
through the imagination. All of us Congratulations,
it’s a dream, this place. We deserve this and more,
we are the biggest I’ve seen in all galaxy, I love you
so much, all of us. I live in Brazil. [Google translation]
~ ES

AMAZING
Very impressive! Take the time and view it all. Adamus Channeling starts at 1:20:50, but listen to Linda
and Geoffrey first for a brief history of the Crimson
Circle.
~J

~A

FOR THOSE WHO ARE TRULY READY
The Master’s Pause series is very feeling-based and
non-intellectual. It is all about the experience of being something. In this instance it is about being the
Merlin, or the integrated wisdom that attracts your
energy into form.
For those who are prepared to integrate the Merlin
aspect, this Master’s Pause creates a safe space for
the integration of your wisdom to occur. If you are
participating in the 2019-20 Keahak program, you
may find this content duplicates what is happening
within that container. For those who are on the brink
of such a choice, I see how this Master’s Pause could
be very valuable and I recommend it whole-heartedly.
I offer a word of caution to those new to this material
or attracted to the concept of magic, which is that
power and magic do not mix. When our wisdom integrates, it brings us first into emptiness. To be the
Merlin, we must let go of the ways we used to employ
magic and call home the black and white magician

$25

within. This way power cannot be used unconsciously
to push a personal agenda. The true Merlin casts no
spells. When one has unplugged from power 100%,
then and only then can energy serve organically from
a neutral, uncharged state. This is freedom, beyond
all need and desire.
~ DVK

TIME FOR ANOTHER LEVEL OF INTEGRATION
$25
This is a real gem and goes very well with the last
Shoud from Emergence series. And it goes much,
much deeper, opening space for yet another layer
of integration. Adamus gently guides us to trust the
Merlin that we are. Merlin is this embodied realization: Wisdom + Experience or Master and Human.
Yet another potential in our evolution, expansion of
our experiences here on Earth.
This Master’s Pause, I am Merlin is all about integration. Integrated, allowing to be you. Those who took
Aspectology got used to integrating aspects. Now
it’s time for integrating mastery into human experience since according to Adamus, Merlin is human,
and master integrated here on earth.
~ IW
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

ALREADY THERE

For anyone still challenged by inner
demons, I assure you it won’t last forever.
And if that’s hard to believe under the strain
of adversity, just keep breathing and coming
back to self, again and again. The smallest
gesture of love for you, bravely chosen in
the darkest moment, can literally change
everything. Yes, the inertia of old patterns
can make it seem impossible; when one has
always relied on energy, acceptance and
validation from others, it’s daunting to find it
within. But that small, simple choice is exactly
why you’re alive right now. A few other things
I’ve realized this year…

I NEVER ACTUALLY HAD
ANY PROBLEMS

A

s I write this, it’s a few short days before 2020 – a year of balance,
new beginnings and Realization, according to Adamus – and I can
feel it brewing. The air is permeated with a sense of stillness and
anticipation. There’s a turning within, a gentle reunion that soothes every
molecule of my being, and a deep gratitude to Self for being in this moment.
I know it’s not like this for everyone, but the year now ending brought me
many gifts and much clarity. One of the most precious realizations for me was
the feeling that this intense and chaotic journey of integration is not everlasting. Getting through barriers to self-love, dealing with aspect-created chaos,
choosing trust when it seemed pointless – sometimes it all felt like a neverending slog through a mediocre life. But it’s not!

By Jean Tinder
Content Manager
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I could write a book or three filled with
the stories of my life. The themes would
include abject poverty, betrayal, abuse, disappointment, heartbreak, trauma, joy, healing, reunion – all the makings of a gripping
drama with a little comic relief thrown in
here and there. But now, looking back from
today’s perspective, I have an eerie sense
that none of it was real. How is that possible?
I clearly remember the stories and challenges
I’ve lived through, but what comes to mind is
“That wasn’t me.” Not the real me, the one
that’s here now. Yes, all those trials and tribulations helped generate tremendous empathy for others going through similar things.
But I keep seeing glimpses of the big picture,
which is that I only pretended to go through all the hardships. Why? Maybe
for the simple reason to prove it could be done.
A part of me is horrified at the thought. She wants a trophy for all her pain
and perseverance. But that would be like giving a Medal of Valor to a fictional
movie character. The bravery and suffering were all an act! I never got it wrong.
No one ever actually hurt me. I didn’t choose poorly and certainly didn’t screw
up by blundering into so many “wrong” turns. Rather, I chose all those experiences on purpose. Maybe it was to demonstrate that someone can start at the
very bottom of the spiritual and economic heap and still find their way home,
maybe the reason doesn’t matter. But the funny thing is, I actually never left
Home, never even left my Self. I only pretended to. It was all an act. All the
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struggle, pain and confusion, all the friggin aspects that caused havoc in my life,
all the forgetfulness and confusion, they have simply been ways to experience
myself within my creation.
Take a moment to look back over your life at the difficulties, challenges and
joys you’ve faced, and maybe are still dealing with. Whether you feel settled
or confused, whether you’ve healed your body and spirit or feel utterly lost,
every bit of it is an incredible illusion. You are immersed in a profound journey
that hasn’t taken you anywhere except into experience. You didn’t need to go,
you wanted to. Why? Well, look at the stories, compassion and wisdom you
have gained. It is treasure beyond compare.
I know you’ve heard all this stuff before, but when you really FEEL it, something shifts inside. The fear dissipates and the seriousness fades. “It doesn’t
matter” becomes an actual experience, and the certainty that all is well begins
characterizing every perception. Perhaps “enlightenment” is nothing more
than seeing yourself in the light of awareness and reunion, rather than the
gloom of forgetfulness and separation. “Reality” doesn’t change, only your
perception of it – which is everything. It’s like we took a bird’s eye view of the
journey that we’d already completed and said, “I’ll start right… there. I know
that route, been through it a thousand times, now I can leave the breadcrumbs for those who follow.

OUR STORIES ARE IMPORTANT
I love stories. They are ways of maintaining identity, creating reality and
sharing wisdom, and these days the latter is taking on new significance for
me. I recently met a new friend, someone who’s in the early stages of awakening. It’s an exciting, euphoric and confusing part of the journey, and of
course my first impulse was to share all about Crimson Circle. However, with
them not being interested in “joining another church” (and me trusting their
inner guidance), what’s left is to simply share my own stories and experiences.
The awakening humans coming next aren’t really interested in lofty inspired
teachings from grand Ascended Masters. Those were for us, the intrepid
trailblazers. What the new ones crave is wisdom – clear, concise and specific
to their moment. They don’t need quotes from unseen angels; they want to
hear about real-life experiences. They want to know – to see – that it works
out, that someone has been through the jungle and survived. I can already
see the relief in my friend’s face when I distill a few years’ worth of lurching
through life into a sentence or two of what I learned from it. Something about
the Voice of Experience is far more reassuring than dozens of invisible friends.

who are desperate for the same reassurance. That’s why we are here, to provide the light they are seeking.
Side note: Rude Awakening has a very special place in my heart. It’s a cinematic illustration of the search and pilgrimage back to self, filled with irreverence, humor, inspiration and deep wisdom. The creators are adamant about
maintaining the purity and authenticity of the message and are therefore
doing a Hollywood-quality production but without the Hollywood financiers.
Sometimes they don’t know where the next financial influx will come from, but
when I feel into the supportive energy of Shaumbra, I am certain the project
has developed enough gravity and momentum to bring the needed resources.
It’s a massive leap of faith that will be landing in this reality in barely six months.
How’s that for an incredible story that ALL of us can have a hand in creating?

IT COMES TO ME
I’ve been astounded at how precisely energy serves, and a little abashed at
how it has always done so, even when I would never have chosen it to serve
me that way. Energy – in whatever form I need – has perfect timing, never
early and never late. It provides exactly what I can use or cope with, never
too much or too little. It’s from Me after all, so whether it manifests in my life
as people, events, money, challenges or transformations, it is always perfect.
Of course, it can seem quite UN-perfect if that’s how I decide to perceive
it. After all, Human wants stability and consistency, Soul wants adventure and
experience, so there will always be a tension. However, when I train my human
to look for the perfection in everything, life takes on a flow and radiance that
is astonishing. I don’t have to figure out how to make things perfect, because
they already are. The key is to remember that. Talking with someone the other
day about my long and arduous journey, they wanted to know if there was an

I recently had the privilege of several days of collaboration with the Rude
Awakening team. You’ve probably heard about this amazing project (if not,
please do check it out here). They are telling a collective story of the exciting,
confusing, brutal and inspiring moments that come after awakening, and it’s
a story that’s desperately needed right now. Remember how it felt when you
first encountered Crimson Circle? For a lot of us, it was overwhelming relief
that “I’m not crazy and I’m not alone.” Now imagine many thousands more
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NEW ANGELS

A Few Blocks off of Main Street
Highlights from
Passion 2020 Shoud 4

I’M ALREADY THERE
Imagine this: We’re hanging out together with some friends in “heaven.”
Curious, creative and a little bored, we decide to cook up a scheme to entertain
and educate ourselves. We set everything up, run a couple beta tests, then slap
on the VR (Virtual Reality) goggles and hit Play. It’s an immersive experience and
we quickly forget our surroundings as the game swallows our attention. Friends
sitting next to us become enemies to vanquish. Shadows of ourselves become
monsters to escape. The simplest puzzles become life and death challenges. We
rush and stumble through the game, die and restart countless times, cycle through
frustration and elation while slowly working our way towards the elusive finish line.
Then, at some point, we stumble across something that “doesn’t belong.”
Maybe it’s an experience that contradicts the whole story arc or just a niggling
idea that won’t go away, but it triggers a ripple of unease. Still fighting enemies
and slaying dragons, the unsettled feeling grows until we can no longer ignore it
– and then the game really starts glitching. Characters around you, achievements
on your scoreboard, possessions you’ve earned – they all start blipping out; right
there one moment, gone the next. You start hearing voices that aren’t in the game,
whispering from somewhere, “This isn’t real. Remember who you are.” Every time
you hit another glitch, the whispering gets louder, “All is well.” It frustrates you,
“No it’s not! Everything is going wrong!” but it’s getting harder to ignore.
The voices start talking about perception and realization and remembering,
and your focus gets pulled further and further away from the endless quests,
which aren’t going very well anyway. Then a remembrance begins to glimmer,
something about sitting around in some celestial club, cooking up schemes
for entertainment and experience. At some point, it all comes rushing in and
you just stop, amazed at the dawning realization that this is all a game that you
set up. And damn, you did a fine job of it! All the stuff that happened – and
is happening – to your game character doesn’t matter anymore because you
suddenly remember exactly where you are – hanging out in eternity with your
friends. The voices swell with gentle laughter, the game slows down, and you
realize that you can remove the VR goggles at any moment. Physics will change,
perceptions will adjust, senses will open, and everything will be different.
A question comes up: Now that you remember, are you ready to rip off the
goggles? Or do you want to play just a little longer, relishing this dual awareness, in the game but also conscious of where you really are?
The Ascended Masters Game Club. I’m already there, and so are you. We just
forgot. But damn, it’s been one hell of a game!
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GRATIT UDE

Merabh of Christmas Past
From Passion 2020 Shoud 4

We would like to acknowledge the Crimson Circle Angels for your unfailing energetic and financial support. Without you, we would not be able
to make this extensive library of material available to conscious and aware
humans around the world. Your support means everything!
In grateful appreciation to the Crimson Circle Angels from around the world.
The Crimson Circle Staff

Merabh of
Acknowledgement
From Passion 2020 Shoud 4

Welcome to our newest Angels!
Jorge Andreade

Jorge Merino Merino

Cathy Archer

Theresa Mittelstadt

Stella Barsocas

Anita Musser

Mary Darbishire

Iris Neunstöcklin

Nora de Groot

Brit Nikolaisen

Iranilda Maria de Meneses Barros

Corinne Ott

Ilda Maria Dias

Geir Ketil Pedersen

Placidi Espinha

Ingrid Pflug

Elena Carmen Fagher

Chris Playne

Erika Forgo

Evalus Ramirez

Rian Geenen

Richard Sands

Birgit Hanika

Zoya Sergey

Zoltan Herczeg

Conrado Sotomaior Justus de
Souza Machado

Bigitta Keller
Liam Khamal
Alexander Kogler
Roland Mayer

They Call Us Channelers
EXCERPTS

Aspectology
Highlights from
a life-changing school

Erzsebet Tomayer
Katharina van Rhijn
Gertrud Waldis
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NEW VIDEOS

easier, faster way to do it. My answer? “Yes! Take the path of least resistance.”
In other words, stop resisting life and simply allow. It really is the Easy Button.
When we want to change or fix what we think is “wrong,” whether inside or
out, that’s when things get tough and take a lot longer. Energy is literal and
it’s all yours. Everything happening in your life is a gift from You to you. If you
want it to be easy, simply receive the gift, accept it and uncover the treasure.

NEW TRANSLATIONS
Category

Title

Language

Link

CLOUD
CLASS

ProGnost 2019 Update

CZ, DE, ES, FR, HU, JP, KO, LV,
NO, PL, PT, RO, RU, TR

MORE
INFO

MASTER’S
PAUSE

I Am Merlin

DE, FR, NO, PT

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

TML1 - Transfiguration

CZ, DE, ES, FR, IT, JP, LV, NO,
PL, PT, RO, RU, SR

MORE
INFO

FREE

Adamus’ Abundance
Clinic

BG, CZ, DE, DK, ES, FI, GR,
HU, JP, NL, NO, PT, RU

MORE
INFO

DREAMWALK

DREAMWALK

DW for Releasing
Emotional Wounds

DW for Childhood Magic
- It Wasn’t Make Belief

ES, IT, NO, PL, RU

IT

MORE
INFO

MORE
INFO

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
ASPECTOLOGY
SCHOOL

®

January 17–19, 2020
Milan, Italy
Giuseppina Villa
Language: Italian

April 24–26, 2020
St. Gildas de Rhuys, France
Jean–Pascal Danos
Language: French

February 7–9, 2020
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
Language: German

January 17–19, 2020
Mexico City, Mexico
Michele Morayta
Language: Spanish

May 8–10, 2020
Paris, France
Aysseline de Lardemelle and Nicolai Kalb
Language: French

March 11–13, 2020
Büsum, North Sea Coast, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
Language: German

January 24–26, 2020
Live Online
Hosted live by Geoffrey & Linda Benyo Hoppe
Language: English/Spanish
February 28–March 1, 2020
Rodgau–Hainhausen (Frankfurt/M.), Germany
Karin Hoyer
Language: German

LEGEND: BR=Português Brazil, BG=Progu Bulgarian, CZ=Czech, DE=Deutsch, DK=Danske, ES=Español, FI=Suomi, FR=Français, GR=ελληνικά, HU=Magyar, ID=Indonesian,
IT=Italiano, JP=日本語, KO = Korean, LV= Latviski, NL=Nederlands, NO=Norsk, PL=Polskie, PT=Português, RO=Română, RU=русский, SL=Slovenski, SR= Српски,
SV=Svensk, TR=Türk, UK= український
VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS
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April 24–26, 2020
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
Language: German
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS

DREAMWALKER™
LIFE

JOURNEY
OF THE ANGELS

SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL

January 10–12, 2020
Seoul, South Korea
Jae Chun Ryu and HyunOck Jang
Language: Korean

January 31–February 2, 2020
Rodgau–Hainhausen (Frankfurt/M.), Germany
Karin Hoyer
Language: German

January 10–12, 2020
Milan, Italy
Giuseppina Villa
Language: Italian

January 30–February 1, 2020
Netanya, Israel
Inna Gorokhovsky and Gilit Rom
Language: Hebrew

February 28–March 1, 2020
Basel, Switzerland
Heidi Staeheli
Language: German

January 17–19, 2020
Syke near Bremen, Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer
Language: German

February 21–23, 2020
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
Language: German

January 17–19, 2020
Maastricht, Netherlands
Alice Bara and Cristina Dobrescu
Language: English

January 31–February 2, 2020
Bruchsal, Germany
Viola Koehler
Language: German

March 27-29, 2020
Rodgau near Frankfurt/Main, Germany
Angelika Ziegler and Karin Hoyer
Language: German

January 24–26, 2020
Milan, Italy
Giuseppina Villa
Language: Italian

January 17–19, 2020
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
Language: German

February 14–16, 2020
Seoul, South Korea
Jae Chun Ryu and HyunOck Jang
Language: Korean

March 27-29, 2020
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen
Language: German

March 14–16, 2020
Büsum, North Sea Coast, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
Language: German

January 17–19, 2020
Thörishaus near Berne, Switzerland
Heidi Staeheli
Language: German

February 22–24, 2020
Aux alentours de Vannes, France
Jean–Pascal Danos
Language: French

May 1-3, 2020
Paris, France
Aysseline de Lardemelle and Nicolai Kalb
Language: French

May 8–10, 2020
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
Language: German

January 24–26, 2020
Zurich, Switzerland
Angelika Ruppert
Language: German

February 28–March 1, 2020
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
Language: German
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January 24–26, 2020
La Tour–de–Trême, Fribourg, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch
Language: French
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